How does it Work?
11:56:01 pm
Your alarm system is
triggered by a burglary,
fire or other emergency
situation.
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Alarm Monitoring Center

11:56:06 pm
The digital transmitter
is activated and sends
a signal to cdi’s main
computer.

“Our goal is to be the Midwest’s
finest monitoring organization.
We pride ourselves on our ability

Courteous and Professional

to satisfy the special needs of each
individual dealer and customer.”

11:57:00 pm
The signal is received.
The operator begins
the appropriate
response.

Central Dispatch, Inc.

estassociation.org

11:57:30 pm
The call for help is on
the air and police, fire or
emergency medical
services are on their
way!

1301 Highway 72 East, Suite C
Rolla, MO 65401
Phone: 800.392.1310
Fax: 573.364.2473
mail.cdimo@gmail.com
www.centraldispatchinc.com

Who are We?

Where are We?

Testimonials

Central Dispatch, Inc. was established in
1985 to satisfy the needs of alarm dealers
frustrated with the service and attitude of the
bigger, national alarm monitoring companies.
We have designed our operation to be friendly
and flexible. We take pride in our ability to
meet the needs of each unique residence or
business.

We are the alarm monitoring service that
feels “close to home” yet can provide the
latest innovations and technology in the
industry. We are located in Central Missouri,
outside the hustle and bustle of the large
metropolitan areas. We welcome prearranged tours of our secure facility.

―I am a senior living alone in an apartment in a
retirement high-rise. One day I became ill and
activated my panic button. The police told me
later that due to the speed that my alarm was
dispatched, my life was saved!‖ - Jefferson City

Our management team has a combined total
of over 70 years experience in the alarm
industry. Our central station is UL Listed for
commercial fire. This ensures you that our
building, equipment and procedures meet the
most rigorous standards in the industry.

Wherever you are, we will be here to protect
your home or business.

*

Our courteous and professional operators will
treat you as an individual. Your call will always
be answered by a live person, not a recording.

What do We Do?
We can monitor just about any condition. Just a
few of the possibilities include:

Our operators are courteous and professional

When do We Work?
Central Dispatch watches for signals from your
alarm system 24 hours a day - every day. We
take the worry out of finding someone to watch
your property.
The entire process—from the time your equipment
is activated, transmits the signal to our receiver,
our operator acknowledges the signal and makes
the appropriate calls—is usually completed within
two minutes.












Fire, Burglary, Hold–up, Panic
Medical Emergency
Sprinkler Supervision
Equipment Failure
Power Outage
High / Low Water Level
High / Low Temperature Alert
Alarm Supervisory Conditions
Arm and Disarm Times with Users
Fail to arm or disarm

We provide the latest innovations and technology
in the industry, including the ability to receive
cellular and IP signal reporting, video monitoring
services; on-demand and scheduled video tours.

―It’s the craziest thing, but only 45 minutes after
the alarm system in my business was turned on
for the very first time, a burglar alarm sounded.
The dispatcher called the police and the burglar
was caught!‖ - Marshall
I purchased a burglar alarm for my business.
One night an alarm sounded and the dispatcher
called the police, who found all the doors and
windows secure. Despite this report, an alarm
kept sounding. The dispatcher was concerned
about why the alarm kept going off. The police
were sent over again and upon closer inspection
found a fire inside the building. Thanks to the
persistence of that dispatcher, my business
sustained only $100,000 in damages instead of
the total loss it could have been.‖ - Rolla

Residential or commercial ...

...we are here for you!

